Young Republicans
The M.I.T. Young Republicans Club will hold a discussion meeting on Thursday, May 12, in Tyson Lounge at 5:00 p.m. The topic will be "Euros in the Great Debate on Foreign Policy."

Philosophical Society
The Philosophical Society will hold a discussion meeting on Thursday, May 12, in 7:00 p.m. at Crafts Lounge. Bruce Rollins, secretary of the Society, will speak on "The Theory and Practice of Ethics."
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Dr. Hardy believes, is an important element in the education of future scientists and engineers. In addition to special departmental seminars, she plans a course in "Occupational Hygiene."

Industrial Hygiene
(Continued from Page 6)
related to the job are carefully investigated through interviews and appropriate tests. In all its activities, the Service will work closely with the Institute's safety committee, of which Professor Edward B. Schwartz is chairman, and with Dr. J. J. Donahue, safety engineer.

An additional responsibility of the Occupational Medical Service will be to show Technicians how to protect themselves and those who work with them from unnecessary occupational hazards. Thin, for Hardy believes, is an important element in the education of future scientists and engineers. In addition to special departmental seminars, she plans a course in "Occupational Hygiene."

She didn't appreciate their humor, either. On the Whole, Miss Guiffre thinks the foreign students show more respect for women than do the American boys with their whistles and bows.

In view of his confidence in the Barbell Club, I asked Miss Guiffre if I could interview her in the Barbour Room. She consented, and we had a pleasant conversation.

I asked her if she had any suggestions. She mentioned that various groups formed cliques, such as the football team, and that some students could manage to watch them play or practice. Still others could make acquaintances by asking the name of a particular field. It was a good idea, but it didn't work, as Miss Guiffre knew he was an undergraduate, and the whole story was bunk. Her efforts only succeeded in providing a few more laughs.

A Will and a Way

This incident prompted me to ask, "How would a student go about meeting a particular secretary?"

According to Miss Guiffre, a bold, unfettered method might work. She believes that the secretaries are spoiling the secretaries by breeding conceit. Quite often, she says, they forget that they are a minority, and take the attention he is giving them as a "swelled head."

To the question of whether the American boys with their whistles and bows: "(Continued from Page 5)"
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